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Going off-road with unified shared
storage for flexible scalability.
Kässbohrer Geländefahrzeug AG’s PistenBully snow groomers deliver powerful technology to get tough jobs done in difficult-to-access locations. But the iconic red PistenBully
seen in ski regions everywhere isn’t the only implement Kässbohrer sells. As the leading
supplier of all-terrain vehicles for the environment, nature and recreation, the group,
based in Laupheim, Germany, also provides beach cleaners and track carriers.
Starting point. As the leading supplier of all-terrain vehicles, Kässbohrer Geländefahr-
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enhancing its internal processes. To this end, Kässbohrer wanted to replace its existing
servers and local storage with a flexible, scalable and redundant solution to be installed
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company’s established data centre strategy to the storage environment.
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Project objectives. While strategically planning its IT overhaul, Kässbohrer Geländefahr-

zeug AG was looking for a powerful, high-availability system that would provision synchronously mirrored data in each section of the data centre. In addition, the group
sought to ensure that its storage investment would last well into the future, able to
handle the rising data volumes to be generated over several years. By introducing a
unified shared storage solution, Kässbohrer also aimed to consolidate its existing storage system while reducing data and simplifying management.
Process. In a joint workshop, Bechtle and Kässbohrer Geländefahrzeug AG drew up a

catalogue of requirements, which Bechtle specialists used to propose a solution after
comparing vendors. In addition to optimising performance, this solution also consolida-
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ted the Windows file systems on the storage system’s NAS components. After demonstrating the performance of the proposed solution through comprehensive testing,

CUSTOMER PROFILE

Bechtle was entrusted with implementing and managing the project. Implementation
took place without impairing the current infrastructure or disrupting user productivity.
Solution. To consolidate storage infrastructure, Bechtle – a Dell EMC expert – implemen-

ted a storage solution with two Dell EMC VNX systems using SSD media for maximum
performance in Kässbohrer’s data centre. This unified storage solution mirrors block data
synchronously, making it available for server and client virtualisation at all times. File
data, on the other hand, is consolidated on the Dell EMC system and periodically replicated to the second data centre. This enables Kässbohrer to benefit from file and block data
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required. Dell EMC’s powerful unified storage optimised for virtual applications with

For more information, please visit:

unsurpassed ease of use and efficiency now provides Kässbohrer with higher perfor-

www.pistenbully.com

mance, availability and less manual intervention.

OUR PARTNER:
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Visit www.bechtle.com
to find out more.

